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誰不想要買個 PRL Booster 呢？

本演講係健康食品，並無增高、豐胸、延壽等效果，亦
無增益論文發表之功能。服用後不適者，請自行就醫。
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經驗豐富⋯

每次被PRL拒絕一次，臉就如海尼根綠一次。現在
正在狂蒐第三個 six-pack，加油！
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審閱報告回來的時候⋯

如果你覺得自己是普羅米修斯，那審閱人就
是吃你心肝的那隻老鷹啦！
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你可以狂罵審閱人，真的，你絕對可以⋯

但是對裁判生氣是沒用的。
難道你都不看棒球比賽嗎？
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回覆審閱報告的時間點⋯

笑得出來，再回覆。

Sunday, November 7, 2010



案例一：Applied Physics Letters (L07-08102R)

模擬審閱人的想法
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案例一：Applied Physics Letters (L07-08102R)

Reviewer #1 Evaluations:
RECOMMENDATION: Reject
Paper Interesting: Yes
Original Paper: Yes
Sufficient Physics: Yes
Well Organized: Yes
Clear and Error Free: No
Conclusions Supported: No
Appropriate Title: Yes
Good Abstract: Yes
Satisfactory English: Yes
Adequate References: Yes
Clear Figures: Yes
OVERALL RATING: Poor

... However, one must be aware that the part 
concerning magnetic polarons as the source of 
emergence of ferromagnetism in the samples studie 
by the authors is purely conjectural and is not 
supported by any real evidence. Similarly the issue 
of smallness of the magnetic moment per Cr ion is 
not properly(i.e., convincingly) elucidated. Is the 
presence of small precipitates of Cr oxides ruled out 
completely? ... 

For these reasons I think that publication of the 
paper is premature and can not recommend it. ...
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案例二：Physical Review Letters (LG12300)

精確抓岀重點。
然後掰指頭，算一下正負點數
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案例二：Physical Review Letters (LG12300) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Second Report of Referee A -- LG12300/Shih
----------------------------------------------------------------------
The authors revised manuscript by taking into account my previous criticisms and now I think 
the paper becomes scientifically sound. I think the the authors' findings presented in this paper is 
quite interesting, but the subject is very specific and the paper is lack of wide readability. I 
think that the paper has enough impact on the researchers working on the renormalization 
group technique, so I recommend that this paper should be published in the Physical Review B, 
in the present form.

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Report of Referee B -- LG12300/Shih
----------------------------------------------------------------------
In this manuscript, the authors gave a new classification scheme to build up the hierarchy of 
the relevant couplings by scaling Ansatz. To demonstrate the validity of the scheme, they apply 
it to the phase diagram of the two-leg ladder. They also checked the validity of the scaling 
Ansatz by studying the RG flows for 1D Hubbard model to the two-loop order. I recommend 
publication of this paper in the Physical Review Letters.
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案例二：Physical Review Letters (LG12300)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Report of Referee C -- LG12300/Shih
----------------------------------------------------------------------
In the manuscript the authors numerically analyze the one-loop (and even beyond the one-loop approximation) RG equations for correlated electron 
systems within the perturbative regime. After some calculations the authors propose a new classification scheme to build up the hierarchy of all relevant 
couplings using the scaling Ansatz found numerically. The authors believe this scheme is devoid of any ambiguity and it could improve greatly the 
interpretations of the results obtained within various RG methods.

I find this study quite interesting and useful. However, although the paper seems to be 
sound and motivated and its numerical results are well presented, I consider it does not 
meet the PRL criteria on importance and general interest.

Indeed, the author's approach is essentially limited to the interacting fermions in weak couplings as well as to the lowest orders of the renormalized 
perturbation theory. Meanwhile, the situation may change strongly if the effective interactions between fermions will be not weak, i.e. the proper coupling 
constants will be greater than or of order unity. In this case, predictions of the theory with several coupling constants based on the calculations within the 
lowest RG approximations are well known may be wrong even qualitatively. This situation is typical when trying to construct a quantitative theory of 
critical behavior of real substances using RG approaches. See, for instance, Phys. Rev. B 49, 15901 (1994).

To sum up, although the presented paper seems to be a good theoretical investigation, 
I think its predictions are not conclusive and difficult for experimental verification. In 
my opinion, this analysis being of definite interest for specialists, should be resubmitted to 
a more appropriate physical journal, e.g. to PRB.
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案例三：Physical Review B (LZ11288BR)

具體回覆所有的批評。
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案例三：Physical Review B (LZ11288BR)

... In your letter, you state:

"If you find Referee A wise and insightful as we did and decide to keep him (her), can we have 
a chance to revise our manuscript? Our current version is probably not going to make him (her) 
satisfied."

Regardless of whether we decide to send this back to Referee A, we ask that you revise your 
manuscript with all the referee comments in mind. Even though you do not feel that doing 
this will make your manuscript stronger or easier to understand, please keep in mind that 
our referees are also our readers and so it is often beneficial to address all the comments. 
Moreover, please be aware of the fact that no matter what our next course of action is, the 
correspondence will be seen by referees and so please be aware of this when preparing your 
response. ...
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案例三：Physical Review B (LZ11288BR)
Summary	  of	  Changes

(1)	  Following	  referee’s	  suggestion,	  we	  rewrite	  the	  parts	  on	  the	  analytic	  solution	  and	  make	  all	  notations	  and	  calculations	  self-‐contained.

(2)	  We	  shorten	  the	  derivation	  on	  the	  Green’s	  function	  in	  the	  two-‐dimensional	  limit	  and	  emphasize	  the	  emergence	  of	  the	  power-‐law	  singularity	  even	  at	  
moderate	  system	  size.

(3)	  We	  remove	  the	  Digure	  on	  the	  spectral	  weight	  for	  the	  impurity	  state	  since	  it	  is	  clearly	  states	  in	  the	  main	  text	  already.

(4)	  We	  added	  in	  a	  new	  Digure	  to	  help	  understanding	  the	  elaborated	  analytic	  solution	  of	  the	  impurity	  state.

(5)	  We	  add	  in	  a	  brief	  discussion	  on	  the	  connection	  to	  the	  two-‐dimensional	  quantum	  criticality.

(6)	  Minor	  typos	  and	  grammatical	  mistakes	  are	  Dixed.

	  
Responses	  to	  Referees

Referee A: That graphene shows quantum critical behavior has been established in many previous works, e.g. by S. Sachdev and co-workers. The authors do not 
mention this fact. The problem of quantum impurities in quantum critical 2D systems has in fact been studied rather exhaustively (e.g. by S. Sachdev, M. Vojta and 
others), and similar conclusions have been reached there. I therefore disagree with the authors statements about the "general consensus" on point defect behavior 
in graphene: there may have been points that were overlooked in ref.16, but to pick out one or a few papers and then declare them as "general consensus" is not 
sufficient. While their results seem valid, they only confirm explicitly for graphene what is (implicitly) contained in the literature on quantum-critical systems.

Our	  Reply:	  We	  agree	  with	  Referee	  A’s	  criticism	  and	  revise	  our	  manuscript	  accordingly.	  We	  have	  added	  in	  the	  connection	  to	  the	  two-‐dimensional	  quantum	  
criticality	  as	  suggested	  by	  the	  referee.	  We	  also	  agree	  that	  it	  is	  too	  strong	  to	  claim	  general	  consensus	  based	  on	  one	  incorrect	  PRL.	  Thus,	  we	  have	  removed	  
the	  related	  paragraphs	  in	  the	  revision.

However,	  we	  still	  Dind	  it	  important	  for	  emphasize	  the	  emergent	  power-‐law	  singularity	  in	  graphene.	  First	  of	  all,	  the	  singularity	  appears	  for	  relatively	  
moderate	  system	  size,	  which	  is	  still	  quite	  far	  from	  the	  two-‐dimensional	  limit.	  In	  addition,	  it	  is	  important	  to	  emphasize	  the	  collective	  nature	  of	  the	  peak	  in	  
the	  local	  density	  of	  states	  so	  that	  it	  is	  inappropriate	  to	  treat	  it	  as	  a	  single	  impurity	  state.

Referee A: The authors solve a noninteracting model without disorder. The question of energy dependence of local density of states is however known to be 
sensitive to disorder (which can change exponents in 2D!) and to interaction. Apart from some rather vague speculations, nothing definite is said about these 
important ingredients of a full theory.  Since these effects are known to be present in real graphene samples, the theory has only little predictive power.

Our	  Reply:	  We	  agree	  that	  even	  the	  local	  density	  of	  states	  near	  a	  particular	  defect	  is	  greatly	  inDluenced	  by	  other	  defects	  because	  the	  impurity	  states	  in	  
graphene	  are	  quasi-‐localized.	  Therefore,	  for	  graphene	  samples	  with	  strong	  disorder,	  the	  exponent	  of	  the	  power-‐law	  singularity	  will	  be	  modiDied.	  But,	  with	  
current	  fabrication	  techniques,	  there	  are	  clean	  graphene	  samples	  where	  the	  defects	  are	  rather	  isolated.	  For	  these	  samples,	  we	  believe	  that	  our	  results	  are	  
relevant	  to	  experimental	  observations.
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案例三：Physical Review B (LZ11288BR)
Referee A: The Green's function discussion (around and after eq.5) is redundant, since this formalism is exactly equivalent to the previous discussion. I do not see 
what new insights could come out of this additional calculation (and in fact, nothing new is found).

Our	  Reply:	  Since	  we	  did	  not	  Dind	  the	  derivation	  for	  the	  local	  density	  of	  states	  in	  graphene	  literature,	  the	  Green’s	  function	  discussion	  is	  helpful.	  Although	  
the	  Green’s	  function	  method	  is	  well	  known,	  it	  is	  still	  insightful	  to	  see	  why	  the	  power-‐law	  singularity	  arises.	  For	  instance,	  in	  the	  Green’s	  function	  
calculations,	  it	  is	  explicitly	  shown	  that	  the	  weak	  logarithmic	  correction	  comes	  from	  the	  real	  part	  of	  the	  Green’s	  function	  and	  the	  1/E	  dependence	  is	  related	  
to	  both	  the	  real	  and	  the	  imaginary	  parts	  of	  the	  Green’s	  function.

Referee A: How sensitive are the results to the broadening that is put in by hand? (see figs. 1 and 3)

Our	  Reply:	  The	  numerical	  results	  are	  not	  sensitive	  to	  the	  broadening	  factor.	  From	  Fig.	  3,	  one	  can	  see	  that	  the	  local	  density	  of	  states	  starts	  to	  deviate	  from	  
the	  power	  law.	  The	  energy	  scale	  where	  the	  deviation	  starts	  to	  occur	  is	  roughly	  of	  the	  same	  scale	  as	  the	  broadening	  factor.

Referee A: Concerning the comments on qubits: The proposals are for finite-size dots made of graphene. In such rather small dots, quantum criticality is of little 
relevance. I don't think that the criticism by the authors really applies.

Our	  Reply:	  We	  thank	  Referee	  A’s	  suggestion	  and	  agree	  with	  it.	  Therefore,	  we	  have	  removed	  the	  discussions	  on	  the	  qbits	  made	  of	  graphene	  nanoribbons	  in	  
the	  revised	  manuscript.

Referee B: I find the manuscript interesting and the topic important appropriate for the Physical Review Letters. I think the presentation can be somewhat 
improved and there are a few points that I would like clarified. I recommend publication when these are addressed.

Our	  Reply:	  We	  thank	  Referee	  B’s	  positive	  recommendation	  for	  our	  work.

Referee B: After Eq. (2) the authors mention that the normalization of the solution involves a sum over all localized states, \sum_m[1-2\cos(k_m/2)]. However if I 
substitute k_m= 2\pi m/N, m=1 ... N, this sum is exactly equal to N+2. Why do authors claim it is ~ ln N? The analytic reason for the 1/log(N) dependence of the 
strength of the LDOS peaks is not clear to me. Can this be clarified?

Our	  Reply:	  We	  have	  followed	  Referee	  B’s	  suggestion	  and	  rewrite	  the	  parts	  on	  the	  analytic	  solution.	  In	  particular,	  we	  have	  deDined	  all	  notations	  in	  a	  self-‐
contained	  fashion	  so	  that	  the	  readers	  can	  follow	  our	  derivations	  without	  referring	  to	  other	  papers.	  In	  the	  revision,	  the	  logarithmic	  dependence	  is	  clearly	  
explained.

Referee B: In Ref. 16, the case of a finite concentration of defects was studies and the (global) DOS was shown to exhibit a zero-bias peak. I think it is appropriate 
if the authors offer at least a brief comment about what their findings imply about this case. Would they expect this peak to go away in the thermodynamic limit as 
well?  Why or why not?

Our	  Reply:	  We	  thank	  Referee	  B’s	  comment	  on	  this	  important	  issue.	  With	  a	  Dinite	  density	  of	  defect,	  the	  spectral	  weight	  of	  the	  impurity	  state	  will	  remain	  
Dinite.	  But,	  this	  is	  not	  directly	  related	  to	  the	  peak	  found	  in	  previous	  studies	  where	  the	  system	  size	  is	  Dinite.	  Because	  the	  system	  size	  is	  Dinite	  in	  previous	  
numerical	  studies,	  the	  spectral	  weight	  is	  not	  zero	  anyway.	  Therefore,	  one	  needs	  inDinite	  amount	  of	  defects	  to	  maintain	  a	  Dinite	  impurity	  density	  in	  the	  
thermodynamic	  limit.	  If	  so,	  the	  spectral	  weight	  from	  the	  impurity	  states	  will	  survive.
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案例三：Physical Review B (LZ11288BR)

Referee B: While the authors refer to Ref. 16 for definitions and notation I think the readers would benefit if some of these were clarified in the text between Eq. (1) 
and (2). For instance: the form of k_m and k_m' and their relation to left- and right-side solutions. Also, symbol n appears inconsistently: Once in N \neq 3n, and 
then in the summation referred to in question 1) above.

Our	  Reply:	  We	  have	  followed	  Referee	  B’s	  suggestion	  and	  deDined	  all	  notations	  in	  a	  self-‐contained	  fashion	  so	  that	  the	  readers	  can	  follow	  our	  derivations	  
without	  referring	  to	  other	  papers.	  The	  minor	  inconsistency	  is	  also	  removed	  in	  the	  revised	  manuscript.

Referee B: Some typos and grammar need to be corrected.

Our	  Reply:	  We	  have	  Dixed	  the	  typos	  and	  grammar	  in	  the	  revised	  manuscript.

Referee C: In fact, the authors' findings have been already indicated in the work done by others (for example, see the paper by N.M.R. Peres et al. (Phys. Rev. B 73, 
125411 (2006)). Equation 10, which is one of the main findings of this work, is identical to the Equation 34 of the paper by N.M.R. Peres et al., where one can 
immediately see that the singularity at DOS will disappear in the thermodynamic limit and still the peak would exist due to the 1/E behavior.

Our	  Reply:	  Referee	  C	  complains	  that	  our	  main	  result	  is	  the	  same	  as	  a	  previously	  published	  paper	  by	  Peres,	  Guinea	  and	  Castro	  Neto	  in	  PRB	  73,	  125411	  
(2006).	  He	  (She)	  even	  pointed	  out	  a	  speciDic	  equation,	  claiming	  the	  same	  power-‐law	  singularity.	  But,	  in	  the	  previous	  PRB,	  the	  authors	  calculated	  the	  
density	  of	  states	  and	  found	  a	  NEGATIVE	  1/E	  correction.	  Since	  the	  density	  of	  state	  without	  defect	  is	  proportional	  to	  E,	  in	  the	  low-‐energy	  limit	  (E-‐>0),	  the	  
negative	  correction	  is	  larger	  than	  the	  original	  density	  of	  states.	  But,	  the	  density	  of	  states	  is	  always	  positive	  and	  the	  negative	  correction	  is	  unphysical,	  
signaling	  a	  better	  treatment	  of	  the	  problem.	  Meanwhile,	  there	  is	  a	  1/N	  factor	  in	  front.	  Thus,	  the	  correction	  to	  the	  density	  of	  states	  disappears	  in	  the	  
thermodynamics.	  Their	  calculations	  on	  the	  density	  of	  states	  show	  unphysical	  corrections	  from	  a	  single	  defect,	  hinting	  the	  problem	  needs	  to	  be	  treated	  with	  
cares.

Our	  result	  is	  different.	  We	  calculated	  the	  LOCAL	  density	  of	  states,	  found	  POSITIVE	  corrections	  and	  established	  the	  ROBUSTNESS	  for	  both	  the	  Dinite-‐system	  
size	  and	  the	  thermodynamics	  limit.	  Our	  main	  result	  is	  a	  “peak”	  structure,	  not	  a	  “dip”	  correction	  as	  in	  the	  previous	  PRB.	  Of	  course	  the	  power-‐law	  
singularities	  in	  both	  cases	  are	  related	  since	  it	  is	  the	  same	  physical	  system.	  But,	  our	  calculation	  is	  always	  physical	  and	  remains	  valid	  in	  the	  low-‐energy	  limit.

Referee C: Moreover, the paper by N.M.R. Peres et al. deals with more general graphene systems of a single to multiple vacancies described by a Hamiltonian 
including not only the nearest hopping integral but also next nearest hopping term, which is missing in the present work. As discussed in the paper by N.M.R. Peres 
et al., this next nearest neighbor hopping term should be included in order to capture the essential electronic properties of graphene.

Our	  Reply:	  The	  inclusion	  of	  the	  next-‐nearest-‐neighbor	  hopping	  will	  shift	  the	  singularity	  away	  from	  E=0	  and	  the	  strength	  of	  the	  power-‐law	  singularity	  is	  
weakened.	  However,	  the	  phenomena	  of	  resonant	  states	  remain	  robust	  as	  along	  as	  the	  next-‐nearest-‐neighbor	  hopping	  is	  not	  too	  large.	  We	  have	  added	  in	  a	  
brief	  comment	  on	  this	  issue	  in	  the	  revised	  manuscript.	  
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案例三：Physical Review B (LZ11288BR)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Second Report of Referee A -- LZ11288BR/Huang
----------------------------------------------------------------------

I have read the revised version, and find it much improved as opposed to the first 
one -- in fact, I am satisfied even though the authors do not expect me to be.  

I believe that the paper deserves publication as a Rapid Communication in PRB, 
it now has a clear-cut message and is physically sound.  The authors have also 
addressed the other referee reports in a convincing manner. I recommend 
publication as Rap. Comm. in the present form.
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結論

 笑得出來，再回覆。

 模擬審閱人的想法。

 精確抓岀重點。

 具體回覆所有的批評。
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水漲 船高
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